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Technical Data Sheet 
 

2D-NFA:  BTP-Th, BTP-FTh, Custom Made for Laboratory Research 

 Application:   Two-dimensional conjugated Non-Fullerene Acceptor (NFA) 

 Remark:  PCE =19.05% / Single junction polymer solar cell 

Chemical Structure:      

                                                                    

Specification  BTP-Th BTP-FTh 

Molecular Formulae C88H84F6N8O2S7 C88H84F6N8O2S7 

Appearance Dark solid Dark solid 

Purity  99+% 99+% 

1M code OS1586 OS1623 

Availability Custom made Custom made 

 

             Reference: DOI: 10.1002/adma.202109516 

1-Material Inc 
2290 Chemin St-Francois 

Dorval, Quebec 

H49P 1K2, Canada 
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Selected Materials  

Common name 1M code CAS No. 

PTQ10 OS0127 2270233-86-6 

PM6, PBDB-T-2F OS0135, PCE135 1802013-83-7 

D18, PBDBT2F-DTBT PCE18 2433725-54-1 

D18-Cl, PBDBTCl-DTBT PCE18-Cl n.a; (C76H92Cl2N2S7)n 

IDIC OS0926 1883441-92-6 

   Structure: 
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